This case study examines programmatic change over two years of reforming a teacher education program. Two teacher educators kept ongoing journals of events, reflecting on program faculty's work and progress in supporting change. Early in the process, their journals highlighted labor intensification, with faculty members facing multiple responsibilities. By the spring, they noted problems initiating systemic reform, with so many agendas apparent that it was difficult to find time to build the vision necessary to support programmatic action and change. Over the summer, the educators developed a fifth year certification program that emphasized students being actively involved in their assigned field placements during the entire academic year in order to better integrate theory and practice. By the fall, the educators realized that participants were not being given the time needed to reflect, plan, analyze, and initiate change. They came to understand that the two of them assuming informal leadership and presenting a program model was not the best way to initiate discussions on program reform and lead substantive change. Three themes emerged: the importance of group visioning, the negative effects of rushing change and not supporting group visioning, and the need for leadership to support a healthy learning community. (Contains 18 references.) (SM)
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Since 1983 and the publication of A Nation at Risk, there have been ongoing calls for reform in the PK-12 schools. First-wave reform called for increased standards. Second-wave reform literature articulated how to go about changing school practices to support student learning. Second-wave reform agendas raised the issue that teachers must know how to support student learning. Teachers must know how to make learning meaningful to students, apply what students learn to their own lives, give students concrete examples of what they learn, integrate subject matter, and emphasize understanding and critical thinking. With such an emphasis on the role of teachers in reforming schools, it was natural for members of the public, as well as educators, to start to question and critique teacher preparation more than they had in the past.

Since 1986, teacher education reform has been a significant topic of discussion and debate among educators. Teacher education program faculty responded to the call for reform and started to discuss how to prepare teachers for the restructured PK-12 schools. Teacher education program faculty realized that program revisions must examine how subject-matter content classes taught by arts and science faculty, pedagogy classes taught by education faculty, and field experiences occurring in PK-12 schools could be taught so that they are not unrelated and separate experiences occurring throughout students' preparation program. Teacher education programs have to help preservice teachers to integrate their experiences so that content, pedagogy, and practice mesh together and provide the candidates with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions they will need to function in restructured schools.

In Tomorrow's Teachers, the Holmes Group (1986) emphasized five goals for teacher education programs: 1) to make the education of teachers intellectually more solid; 2) to recognize differences in teachers' knowledge, skill and commitment in their education, certification, and work; 3) to create standards of entry to the profession—examinations and educational requirements—that are professionally relevant and intellectually defensible; 4) to connect institutions to schools; and 5) to make schools better places for teachers to work and to learn. The Holmes Group members continued their reform recommendations in 1990 with Tomorrow's Schools by setting a vision for Professional Development Schools. The principles behind the PDS movement included: 1) teaching and learning for understanding; 2) creating a learning community; 3) teaching and learning for understanding for everybody's children; 4) continuing learning by teachers, teacher educators, and administrators; 5) thoughtful long-term
inquiry into teaching and learning; and 6) inventing a new
institutions. In *Tomorrow’s School of Education*, the Holmes Group
(1995) completed their trilogy by making recommendations for
exemplary professional practice. The goals include making
education schools accountable, strengthening research, connecting
education programs with PK-12 schools, and providing leadership
and support for educational renewal.

Even though discussions and calls for teacher education
reform are well over a decade old, there is still a debate among
educators on how to implement change successfully. Fullan,
Galluzzo, Morris, and Watson (1998) have discussed the “stall” and
even failure of teacher education faculty to build lasting change. The
PDS agenda has not been implemented as much as educators may
wish to see, the arts and science faculty involved in the
preparation of teachers still tend to work in isolation from
education faculty, and many underprepared teachers are still
teaching in our nation’s schools (Fullan et al.). In addition,
Miriam Ben-Peretz (2001) questions whether teacher educators’
work can be done successfully because of the varying, and often times
conflicting, demands placed on teachers and teacher educators in
society.

With such turmoil and questioning of teacher education
programs, the two authors of this paper reflect on the ongoing
development of a high quality teacher education program at their
university. The authors are faculty members in a teacher
education program at a Midwest university. They and their
colleagues have heard the calls for reform and have discussed
programmatic renewal over the course of several years. In
preparation for a spring 1998 NCATE (National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education) visit, the program faculty
developed a vision and philosophy for the program. The teacher
education program's Elementary/Middle Level (EML) and Middle
Level/Secondary (MLS) Programs' 1998 NCATE conceptual framework is
based on the idea of the teacher as a reflective practitioner. The
conceptual framework portrays the teacher as active learner,
leader, inquirer, and community member. Since the NCATE visit,
the program faculty have continued to discuss the development of a
performance-based program with goals similar to those described by
the Holmes Group. The faculty have recognized the need to measure
a student's progress on more than the candidate's successful
completion of credits. Instead, a student must show the
knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to be a quality
teacher. The program faculty have yet to operationalize how this
will be implemented in the program. The program faculty have,
however, begun to update the curriculum with an increased emphasis
on quality field experiences.

The purpose of this paper is to present a case study and
analysis of programmatic change over two years in the reform of a
teacher education program. The authors keep an ongoing journal of
events throughout the two years, reflecting on the work and
progress of the program faculty in supporting change. The
chronicle also provides data as necessary to provide background
information and clarify events. Interspersed with the journal,
the authors reflect on and analyze program reform over time. The
authors chronicle the change process, giving both a description and narration designed to complement the accompanying analysis utilizing research literature and program data.

**Fall 1999 Journals**  
**September 11, 1999 Judy**  
I was named Co-MLS Director on September 1, my birthday. What a birthday present it was. I am excited to lead the MLS program at this time as we work toward implementing PI 34, the newly established requirements for state certification and licensure. These rules go into effect on July 1, 2000. These new rules support the goals I envision for our program. They also complement the NCATE requirements for program accreditation. Although our timeline for implementing the new requirements is short, these requirements provide us with the perfect avenue to initiate new discussions about our programs.

I am eager to take on this responsibility, but I am concerned about my other responsibilities. In addition to my full teaching load, which also includes an overload facilitating the Learning Community masters program, and the expectations for scholarship and service--so important as a junior faculty member, I am also Director of the NASA Science Service Center and Director of a regional Junior Science and Humanities Symposium. As a matter of fact, we leave for a three-day trip with high school students and teachers to the north woods of Wisconsin in another week. These responsibilities are fairly labor intensive when I need to do all the administrative and clerical work for these programs.

At yesterday's joint program (EML and MLS) meeting, we had a positive start. We looked at the student program evaluations from the last three semesters as well as the new requirements for certification and licensure. We assigned work groups to examine these documents and summarize findings for the next joint program meeting. I think we are heading in the right direction.

**September 11, 1999 Joyce**  
I am eager for the new year. We have had a year since our last NCATE review. We took a break from work on NCATE, but the new state licensure requirements going into effect for new freshmen starting the Fall of 2000 at the university make this a very good opportunity for continuing our work on program reform. We have a good conceptual framework and program standards. Faculty worked to align their syllabi to the new framework, but we need to move further along now. Individual classes align, but the real work ahead will be to make sure all the classes are part of a cohesive program. This agenda should lead to finding overlaps and holes in the program that will necessitate course redesign and perhaps some adding or dropping of courses. I think this will be more difficult than designing a conceptual framework, since this is where the real "buy in" must take place. Judy had a good start with the MLS program. The student evaluations should be a neutral way to identify weaknesses and starting places for change using concrete data. This way, no individual faculty members will need to give their opinion on what may be weaknesses within a variety of courses.
I am eager to initiate this process, but I also will admit to worrying how it will get done. It is going to be hard to identify extra hours free to meet and accomplish the agenda. I know this is going to be the case for most, if not all, faculty. My big push is to work on initiating partnerships. I spend any extra hours in my schools. I teach the Level I Clinical Experience which university students take as they are just starting the teacher education program, before formal admittance into the program. It is for the PK-12 students who are not yet separated and following their own program (Elementary, Elementary/Middle Level, or Middle Level/Secondary) requirements. We have the first clinical in rural schools to give the students more of a varied experience (as much as our program can provide based on our geographical area). I work with two districts. One district is 25 miles north of the university, and the other district is 25 miles south of the university. Driving to and working with the two districts involves a lot of time.

I am very happy to work in the clinical program. I find the work to be very rewarding. The educators in the two districts warmly welcome and receive our students. The work, however, is labor intensive. For example, last year I spent 130 hours fall semester and 115 hours spring semester doing clinical work. I have been working with educators in one of the districts particularly closely to develop our partnership in mutually beneficial ways. We have been trying to support our partnership using a technology agenda. We want to support both preservice and inservice teachers' use of technology in ways to support their students' learning and inclusion of technology in the curriculum. To accomplish this goal, we have been working on grants to support us in the effort. We did one regional and two national presentations discussing our efforts. This type of work takes time and energy. Yes, I am happy to do it and want to continue to do it, but I also wonder where the extra hours will come for the program renewal agenda. I have discussed clinical hours here, but I have not even mentioned the time issue in relation to the rest of my teaching, research, and service. Good luck to us, Judy.

October 8, 1999 Judy

Our EML and MLS programs took another important step today. After the work groups presented their program evaluation findings at our last meeting, we were able to discuss the general themes that emerged from the program evaluations. Themes included program overlap, technology, accommodating students, modeling best practice, faculty presence in schools, quality field placements, assessment, and classroom management techniques. Although this process was time consuming, it was important for us to have a common understanding of student perceptions of the program. This can be an important first step in the change process.

October 9, 1999 Joyce

I think we have additional support for the program reform agenda. I am co-chairing the Fieldwork Partnership Committee for the School of Education. Our committee's goal this year is to study school/university partnerships and how to develop them to
I am a little concerned over the goals and directions we are taking as a program in terms of NCATE accreditation. During the last NCATE visit during the spring of 1998, I was one of the co-coordinators of the process. I directed all the work related to the conceptual framework and feel as though I have a pretty good understanding of where our strengths and weaknesses are. I have been asked to address this issue in meetings with the Dean, the administrative team made up of program directors and chairs, and now, today, to the School of Education faculty. Looking at the new professional development school standards put out by NCATE, what NCATE listed as our program weaknesses at its last visit, and what we have accomplished during the last year-and-a-half, I am concerned with what I perceive to be a lack of progress.

The other person presenting on NCATE at today's meeting was the other co-coordinator for the last NCATE visit. We both discussed how we need full faculty and administrative support for the NCATE process, and that we need to start to work quickly on the agendas. Program reform will be particularly difficult if we continue to have the change in leadership we have been having. No leader has been in place for more than two years in the recent past. At the NCATE visit we were told we don't have the faculty, support staff, and resources to accomplish our goals. We must study the costs carefully and be honest about what the program (not just the NCATE agenda) needs to be successful with its goals. I fully support NCATE for I feel it has been an impetus for program renewal. Yet I perceive some people, particularly at the level of administration, assume it is a report to write and that we can approach the program renewal process similarly. I see NCATE as an opportunity. Our program is in a state that is implementing massive licensure changes. The changes complement what NCATE is asking for in its accreditation process. Let's accept this as a challenge and work on developing our performance-based program designed with rich school experiences. If we are all committed to the process shouldn't we be fighting harder to get the faculty, resources, and program changes?

October 30, 1999  Joyce

It is again a Saturday as I am getting around to write in this journal. I am getting a little worried about this writing project and saving the time needed to work on it, let alone the program renewal process. It has been a very busy couple of weeks. I teach two sections of the Introduction to Education class along with the Level I Clinical Experience. This class is designed as one of the two formal "writing emphasis" classes that the students need to complete as part of their university requirements for graduation. The students also know that this class is an important part of their process of formally applying for admission into the teacher education program. As a result, the students each semester are very serious about their work in the class and their quality of writing. They know if they do not do well in the writing emphasis course that it can negatively impact their program admittance. I have them write in class every week. They have seventeen assignments (of varying lengths) which they must complete. The assignments mean a lot of reading and correcting
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October 30, 1999 Joyce

It is again a Saturday as I am getting around to write in this journal. I am getting a little worried about this writing project and saving the time needed to work on it, let alone the program renewal process. It has been a very busy couple of weeks. I teach two sections of the Introduction to Education class along with the Level I Clinical Experience. This class is designed as one of the two formal "writing emphasis" classes that the students need to complete as part of their university requirements for graduation. The students also know that this class is an important part of their process of formally applying for admission into the teacher education program. As a result, the students each semester are very serious about their work in the class and their quality of writing. They know if they do not do well in the writing emphasis course that it can negatively impact their program admittance. I have them write in class every week. They have seventeen assignments (of varying lengths) which they must complete. The assignments mean a lot of reading and correcting
for me. I take this role very seriously and read every word the students write, correcting their assignments based on grammar, writing quality, and development of their reflectivity since student reflection is the number one goal of the course based on our program standards. After the students have received about four weeks of feedback on their writing, they see the pattern developing in my comments. As a result, during the second month of the semester I have many students coming in for tutoring help in their writing or their reflection. I have started to keep track of this in hours. I spend about seven to ten hours a week correcting papers and an additional five to seven hours tutoring students. This is making other agendas hard to manage.

An example of the time pressures was this Thursday, October 28. Thursday is my day to work since I do not have classes and am not usually in schools unless one of my three student teachers wants me to observe on that day—I see each student teacher once every two weeks for an average of two to three hours each visit.

On Thursday, I spent all morning with a PK-12 district educator on our technology grant that I am working on to help develop our partnership. I drove back and met for one hour with the principal involved in the Fieldwork Partnership Committee on the grant we want to write. I spent one hour meeting with students to tutor them in their writing. I then had the Board of Review from 3:00-6:00 which involves meeting with masters degree students on their program requirements. So between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. I had no breaks and no lunch. I could start my own work in the evening. This was a light day because it was a non-teaching day.

December 2, 1999 Joyce

Our Fieldwork Partnership Committee members met today and reported on our professional development school research. It was a good meeting and committee members were excited about the research and eager to see the School of Education faculty pursue these goals. I will write the summary of our committee's points to begin our report that we must present to the School of Education faculty. The themes which we agreed on after our presentation of research include: 1) the importance of building true collaboration between PK-12 schools and schools of education; 2) the issue that both cultures will need to form a new culture where mutual respect is critically important; 3) both organizations will need to change, with programs and schools quite different from what we have seen in the past; 4) roles of educators in both organizations will need to change; 5) trust must be developed and earned over time, it cannot be mandated or required yet is vital to the success of any partnership; and 6) learning and reflection must be an ongoing process for all educators. I am as pleased as I can be to see these goals come through. They are what I believe is crucially important to develop partnerships. They will demand that our clinical faculty's work in schools be valued. I believe these goals are central issues and values needed for true, lasting, and successful program reform.

December 3, 1999 Judy
I only have a few minutes before my PRT (retention) meeting. I did want to take a little time, however, to discuss our MLS program meeting. Two faculty members presented the preliminary report from a task force made up of faculty and area educators. This task force examined the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed for teachers in the 21st Century. This preliminary report parallels what our program work groups have found. This further solidifies the need for change in our program. I hope my PRT Committee members recognize that the leadership I am trying to provide for the MLS program is supported and complemented by the work of others.

December 12, 1999  Judy

Apparently not! I received my retention letter yesterday. Although I was retained for another year, the PRT Committee's letter spelled out nine areas for my consideration. Most of the concerns addressed in the letter revolved around my role and responsibilities being the Director of the Science Center, advertising its existence, and increasing its usage. My concern is that to accomplish the additional expectations for the Science Center is going to take a lot of extra time to be successful as compared to the advertising and teacher contact I already have. Is this the best use of my time? The additional hours will have to come from somewhere. I am not willing to let it come from my teaching. If I want to be tenured, it cannot come from my scholarship. The only area left is the third area on which I am evaluated, and that is service. So, should I not spend as much time on program renewal? Should I not be MLS Program director? Should I be selfish and address personal scholarship and retention goals rather than program goals?

Fall 1999 Reflection: Labor Intensification and PRT Issues

A major theme developing so far in our journals on the process of program renewal is the theme of labor intensification. Labor intensification in university faculty work, especially in relation to work in PK-12 schools, is not new. When program faculty consider the major work needed for program renewal, however, this issue needs to be of renewed focus.

The semester's journals have provided evidence of faculty who have multiple responsibilities. Responsibilities based on teaching, scholarship, and service are demanding. These responsibilities are particularly an issue because of the increasing expectations of education faculty who spend many hours in schools. It takes time to travel to schools. Additionally, many faculty have a number of schools to which they must travel. Faculty need to take time to get to know teachers so as to build the rapport needed to discuss the growth and development of preservice teachers. This communication is an essential component of a collaborative field-based program. If teacher education program faculty do not take the time to develop rapport and communication, there will not be adequate groundwork laid for successful field experiences for teacher education students working in schools.
The ongoing development of school-university partnerships amplifies the need for the development of good working relationships among educators. Professional development schools will require rapport and good communication yet will also require the development of a new learning community based on trust. Trust cannot be mandated. It takes years to develop an environment based on trust, where professionals are willing to take risks and challenge their practices to work toward a new collaborative learning environment. The results of partnership efforts will mean university faculty will spend increasing time in schools; therefore, faculty will not spend as much time at the university. Faculty roles within a professional development school will change and develop over time. As a result, the expectations and evaluation of faculty work on campus need to change.

Promotion, retention, and tenure (PRT) demands were originally developed based on traditional roles and responsibilities of faculty members. Advancement decisions are based on teaching, scholarship, and service. At most comprehensive universities an average teaching load is twelve semester credits. The rest of the week is presumably spent in teaching preparation, scholarship, and university and professional service. For those teacher educators who spend a lot of time in schools, this formula is not so simple. Faculty must spend many hours and even years to develop and nurture relationships. For example, NCATE PDS standards suggest that faculty spend no less than one day a week in schools (NCATE, 2000). These hours are typically deemed as service in the PRT process. These hours vastly exceed the expectations that most PRT Committees have for university service. If the faculty members do not spend these hours in schools, they will have trouble developing healthy partnerships and the preservice teachers will ultimately suffer. If they do spend the hours in the schools the faculty do not have as much time to spend in areas that will make PRT Committees look at them more favorably.

This concept is particularly important to consider since the bar for tenure and promotion at the university level is rising. According to Wilson (2001), there is increasing pressure on junior faculty members at comprehensive universities to publish more and publish quickly. Some universities have even speeded up the tenure process by holding a pre-tenure review in the third or fourth year. If junior faculty do not appear to be on track for a successful tenure bid, these faculty members are non-renewed.

Judy is not yet tenured. The university policy may emphasize teaching, scholarship, and service as part of her tenure process, but at her PRT meeting this fall Judy's program work and work in schools seemed to be viewed as less valuable than her efforts in scholarship and teaching. Teaching effectiveness is partly measured based on the statistically-computed "SEI" or Student Evaluation of Instruction score. Judy's additional administrative work, along with her overload in teaching as part of the Learning Community masters program, does not seem to be valued. The time spent in schools takes time away from research and writing that is of utmost importance for being tenured and promoted. Yet what will help us to build program renewal? Judy's NASA Center is
helpful to area teachers. Her time spent in schools is crucial if we are to build school-university partnerships. Doing so could well jeopardize Judy's chance at tenure. Is it fair to ask her or any other junior faculty to put the program before their own chance of success at the university? Should the responsibility of working in schools be given only to tenured faculty? This would, indeed, be a shame since so many junior faculty are eager and excited to work with area educators, many of them only recently having left the PK-12 schools for university life, thus giving them a credibility in schools that those who left PK-12 schools years earlier may not be granted.

School of education faculty must examine reward structures that honor various kinds of work and are not so narrow in focus. Tierney (2001) states, "If the work of schools of education is ever to change, then the reward structure that exists for school of education faculty must change" (p. 551). One suggestion made by Tierney is to reform the tenure codes by redefining what a faculty member needs to do to earn tenure. Under this new model, "members of a faculty could focus specifically on what they wish to honor in the evaluation of their work" (p. 552). In this system, a faculty member could chose work with schools or program renewal as a focus of his/her work along with other teaching responsibilities and committee work. Of course, this structure is not without consequences. Earning tenure under this policy at one university might not be helpful in finding a job at another university. It may also "further erode the status of education faculty members" on their own campus (p. 552).

**Spring 2000 Journals**

**January 13, 2000  Joyce**

We had a meeting with some of the elementary teachers from a school with which we are working to write grants to develop a charter school (on the way to being a professional development school). They seem eager. Why is it that some of the development with schools seem to be progressing more rapidly than our own program development? This concerns me. Though I am eager to see the interest and progress with school people, I am concerned that it will be difficult to progress rapidly with schools without some substantive work with our own program. Right now, we are not ready to have more site-based instruction or to have a cadre of students have extended time in a school for our program is not structured to accommodate this, even though I think the faculty would support the idea.

**January 22, 2000  Judy**

Yesterday's joint program (EML and MLS) meeting had to be used as small group work time. It is too bad this type of program review work has to be during program meeting time, but this is the only time the faculty can get together particularly because of so many program faculty saving half days for field work. My hope is that these work groups can provide a productive start to program renewal.

**February 5, 2000  Judy**
A School of Education faculty member presented a proposal for an alternative program design in collaboration with a content area colleague. This proposal had some exciting ideas. The program faculty were positive about the proposal.

Rather than discussing the intricacies of this proposal, what is interesting to note is the speed with which this idea was discussed by the MLS faculty. Granted, it took the faculty member time to develop the proposal separate from working with program faculty. However, if we examine other attempts at program change, we realize it has been over a semester and our MLS program faculty are still reviewing program evaluations (student feedback on program evaluations on 9/11/99) with no action yet taken for program redesign. Am I missing a faster way to initiate program change?

March 13, 2000 Judy

It is a much needed spring break. Last Friday, I had a stress test because of my reoccurring chest pains. I taught in Learning Communities all weekend (Saturday 8:00-4:30 and Sunday 8:00-3:30). Then today, I had a meeting that was attended by people who will vote on my retention. This meeting was called because a faculty member questioned where I place my work priorities. This faculty member's idea of where and on what I should spend my time is not my vision for my role as a faculty member.

My vision is to continue to develop an excellent, field-based MLS Program. My frustration lies in the poor attendance at our program meetings. Twice this semester we’ve had only one or two people attend. Granted, I realize that one reason why people don’t attend is that some program faculty are in other meetings or in schools at the same time. We are now half way through the semester, and I wonder if we will get our program renewal work accomplished. Yet again, I need to ask myself how am I supposed to do what my PRT asked for and accomplish the program goals. We have accomplished so little to this point in time. Will I accomplish this agenda and also maintain my health?

March 13, 2000 Joyce

Our meeting with another faculty member, our department chair, myself as your PRT Chair, and you should be a reminder to all of us to not expect you to do too much in program renewal work. What is your job description? I guess it is true that when you were hired we did not specifically say for you to work on program renewal or developing partnerships. Have we done that for any individual faculty member? I am not really sure. I know we are hoping to get someone knowledgeable in the area for our next director of teacher education. But you were hired to work in science and general methods for the MLS program. Is it fair of us to ask you to do these other things and then have you be challenged that you are not doing enough? (I honestly question how much more is feasible for you to do. I think you have done as much as possible in this area.) It is unconscionable to ask you to work on partnerships and/or program development if it takes time away from what you need to do to be tenured and promoted.
How can we ask any faculty member to do this? I know personally, since I am tenured, I can spend more of my time on this agenda. Yet I also am well aware of how much of my "scholarship" time has gone to this agenda instead of my individual research and publication agenda. I absolutely know and accept that it would negatively affect my ability to go up for promotion to full professor; so I will not even attempt it in the near future.

Should you keep up your program and partnership work and risk suffering any consequences? Should I be encouraging you in your program work?

March 24, 2000 Judy and Joyce

Today we had a School of Education retreat specifically to discuss our new organization. The history behind our reorganizations is long. Seven years ago we were a College of Education. We merged in with liberal studies to form a new college. Then two years ago we went through a second forced reorganization to merge with the College of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Now that we are in a new college, we are being asked to examine our department structure. We had been three departments that were already collapsed to two departments earlier this academic year. Now there is a proposal to move to one department of education within our larger college. We are asked to decide whether we want to keep the two departments or move to one department.

This reorganization has the potential for being a major focus of discussion for the rest of the semester. We hope our leaders are cognizant of the fact that program faculty have a lot of work to do. Here we (the authors) have been lamenting over the stagnation of the program renewal process. Leaders need to give their workers, especially the change agents, time to frame and build change. Time will become exceedingly more difficult to save for the change agenda if we need to focus on extended discussions about organizational structure.

The role of leaders is so crucial in our program right now. Leaders are those who move the system forward. They need to act strategically to sequence change and build linkages for change (Schlechty, 1997). Change can't be pushed, but factors limiting change must be removed (Senge, 1990). Our programs are slowly trying to accomplish the goals of a performance-based program with tighter linkages between the elements of the program. Leaders need to make sure we continue with the steps we've initiated so we can continue our work. They also need to make sure other factors that may limit our success are not introduced. Unfortunately, this reorganization may well become a factor that sidelines our change agenda in favor of bureaucratic discussions that fill our work time. As workers, we need support now to keep our eyes on the goal of program reform.

March 31, 2000 Judy

What a couple of weeks since spring break! We had a MLS program meeting today at which we decided to develop a committee to examine possibilities for a new MLS program design. Although I am excited to take action on the program, how feasible is it for
me to assume I can work on this agenda when I will be so busy for the next three weeks? I have a half-day NASA workshop tomorrow. I will be in Orlando for National Science Teachers Association for 6 days this coming week. I will have 4 hours of facilitator training for Learning Communities two days after that in addition to my regular weekend Learning Community class meeting. Since I will be out-of-town on Advising Day, I will have 11 extra hours of advising upon my return. I will have 13 1/2 hours of growth conferences to monitor clinical students while they are out in the field. I have a half-day regional educators meeting. I need to be a judge at an area science fair. I am out in schools during the mornings to be with the clinical students during five weeks of field time. I have a physician’s appointment as a follow-up check to see if I have cancer, and my husband is having surgery as well. As a result, I have 19 straight days without a free day to catch up on work—and that first free time is Easter weekend.

So Joyce, why did we sign up to work on the new program? When should we meet? I am worried that if we are able pull something together, I am not sure it will even be addressed. The faculty seem to be more focused on the discussions we are having related to what our new departmental structure will be. I can see, however, why faculty feel the discussion on organization takes precedence over program renewal.

April 8, 2000 Joyce
We were able to get our technology grant completed and turned in. The professional development report is coming along. I feel like I have been teaching in my free time.

April 14, 2000 Judy and Joyce
A group of concerned students made a presentation at the School of Education meeting today. They did a very good job of polling students and sharing their concerns about the teacher preparation program. Their report supported some of what our own reform goals include, namely, portfolio and performance-based assessment. Maybe their proactivity is showing that some of our goals for reflectivity and developing proactive teacher-leaders are working.

A second part of the meeting was on our new department restructuring vote. This is particularly frustrating to be working on now. We want to look at program renewal, and yet we have so much else occurring at the same time. We are now in our second year of interim leadership. We have been forced to look at another department/college reorganization. (Joyce: This is the third time I have lived through reorganization plans in seven years.) There is a general fear, valid or not, that our program is being asked to downsize. We are examining our department structure and spending a good deal of time on that instead of on our program development. We understand how important organization is, but can't form follow function? Could we be given the time needed to plan our new program before we have to do this? I fear our faculty, out of necessity, is focusing on other issues. With the final vote of 13-13 on the reorganization vote, it is obvious we still have some issues to address. The dean supports the
reorganization and will forward the recommendation to reorganize to the Faculty Senate.

Sunday, May 7, 2000 Judy

What a great weekend! Our Learning Community's capstone project showcase was Saturday and provided a good finish to the two-year program. This was a needed shot in the arm after the frustrations of the stagnation of the MLS program this year. At the April 28 program meeting (which I could not attend because of a grant workshop I had to direct), we laid out what needs to be done for the following year. The bad part was that no plans were set for how to implement these goals only more of what we need to "discuss" in the fall. I am frustrated that we have had much discussion and no action. Then during our May 5 School of Education meeting, all concern was on reorganization rather than program issues or program redesign. All work was tabled to make way for reorganizational issues.

Sunday, May 7, 2000 Joyce

This has been as frustrating of a week as I have ever had at the university. A first reason is that I have chaired the search and screen committee for our new director of teacher education this year. We brought in a final candidate, and I fear our search will not be successful. This will mean interim leadership again next year for the third straight year. That will have to make the change process more difficult.

Secondly, the Faculty Senate voted to support the reorganization. This vote means we will need to spend time next year on rebuilding morale after a divisive process. We will also need to develop new bylaws. From where will the time come to accomplish these tasks? I had wanted to speak at the meeting but I had a clinical orientation meeting for fifty students for the fall semester that had already been planned. The meeting prevented me from getting to the Faculty Senate meeting in time to hear anything but the vote. (Actually, it was one of those weeks where I did not know until Thursday that my family had been trying to reach me all week. They called starting at 7:00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. every day of the week, only I was never still home that late in the morning or home that early in the evening to receive their calls. Finally, my mother called me on Thursday morning at the office to check and see if I was still alive and healthy. Is this a normal schedule?)

Thirdly, our Fieldwork Partnership Committee had our final report on professional development schools and our recommendations for our teacher education program in relation to licensure and accreditation. Because of looking at too many other reorganizational issues on Friday, May 5 at our School of Education meeting, the report was tabled. This report was a report by faculty from the School of Education, others from the university, and area school personnel, all supporting our program reform efforts, however, the report will not even be addressed this year. We will have a new department chair and director of teacher education next year. Will the report be examined then?
That is why it has been a frustrating week. The semester is finishing up with our students, yet all my possible free time has been spent on report writing and committee work (the one search and screen committee ended up being 180 hours at the end of my tabulation of hours). I am bothered by that. I had a great group of students, and I question whether I was able to give them adequate attention. I don't think I have touched the other research agenda on which I am working this entire semester.

All of this outside work, yet I still wonder how much we have accomplished. I need to seriously consider how much time I spend on committee work. All of us in the program need to seriously consider how our meeting time is spent. Are we making the best use of time or are we spending too much time in less important agendas? In my fatigue, I question if, somehow, the status quo works to keep us busy in mundane, urbane activities to avoid change. If this pace keeps up, can the status quo put brakes on even our dreams, in addition to our actual progress?

Spring 2000 Reflection: The Difficulty of Supporting the Change Process

The spring 2000 semester is one of frustration and shows the difficulty of initiating "systemic" reform. The program faculty obviously had many agendas on which to work. There were so many agendas that it was difficult to spend the time needed to continue to build the vision necessary to support programmatic action and change. Faculty were at loose ends working toward such a variety of goals. Because of labor intensification and multiplicity of demands on their time, faculty lacked the time needed to look comprehensively at programmatic change. This issue will be analyzed by examining change processes.

Schlechty (1997) discusses three types of change. One type of change is procedural. This type of change deals with the steps and order in which particular tasks are accomplished. A second type of change is technical. This type of change relates more to how a particular task is accomplished. A third type of change is structural and cultural (systemic) change. This type of change involves the nature by which work itself is done. An example of these three types of change can be illustrated with a discussion of portfolios. Determining what order data needs to be collected by candidates for use in their portfolio is an example of procedural change. Deciding whether students' portfolios should be paper or webbed-based is an example of technical change. Using evaluations of portfolios to initiate and sustain programmatic improvement is an example of structural change.

Schlechty's work provides insight into the type of change occurring within our program this semester. The faculty had to spend time on College/School/Department reorganization. This is a good example of procedural change for faculty. This reorganization discussion demanded time and attention of faculty to make recommendations as to what the new organization would look like and be named. These were important issues about which faculty had strong opinions. Yet at the same time, these issues were ancillary to the larger structural and cultural change process involved in looking at programmatic reform. At the MLS
Program meeting on April 28, faculty decided to make licensure changes the focus of the next school year even though it was a stated goal for the present year last September. The faculty was involved in procedural and technical issues instead. The School of Education tabled the Professional Development Schools report produced by the Fieldwork Partnership Committee (made up of collegiate and PK-12 educators) even though the report had been requested by the interim leaders at the beginning of the academic year, hence, procedural change.

Any educators involved in a structural and/or cultural change process must seriously consider the time commitment necessary for such a large agenda. Change is difficult enough without having too many other agendas occupying faculty members' time. Too many of these outside pressures make it easy to have what Louis and Miles (1990) term "shallow coping," doing enough change to get by. Faculty may be willing to initiate small changes, but large-scale change can be over-whelming, causing some people to resist.

Ancillary items, even important ones, cannot be allowed to interfere with or replace the larger structural change process. Procedural and technical change can too easily be viewed as "safe" changes for these faculty. For example, the reorganization process described in the journals during Spring 2000 placed a heavy emphasis on "safe change," i.e. procedural and technical change. The emphasis on reorganization led faculty to spend so much time on this issue that there was not enough time to plan, initiate, and support substantive program reform.

Fullan (2001) quotes Petronious from almost two thousand years ago as having similar problems.

We trained hard... but it seemed every time we were beginning to form up into teams we were reorganized. I was to learn later in life that we tend to meet any situation by reorganizing, and what a wonderful method it can be for creating the illusion of progress while producing confusion, inefficiency, and demoralization (Gaynor, 1977, p. 28 as cited in Fullan, p. 43).

Summer 2000 Narrative and Reflection (Judy and Joyce): Individual Vision Building and Learning

This summer we (Judy and Joyce) decided to press the issue of programmatic reform. We met on our own to develop a fifth year certification program for the MLS program. The proposed program completely redesigned the MLS initial certification program rather than being a mere reshuffling of courses. The proposed program would cover fifteen months from one June through the following August. The program emphasized students being actively involved in their assigned field placement during the entire academic year, so as to better integrate theory and practice. We integrated foundations, curriculum, and methodology courses and so crossed traditional teacher education boundaries. Assessment portfolios would be expected of all students to monitor their knowledge, skills, and dispositions over time.

On the one hand, this program proposal was fun to write. In the summer, we could take the time to discuss and reflect on an
improved program. It was pleasant to spend time with a colleague dreaming of the possibilities of what program goals could best support our vision of a successful beginning teacher. So much of our work at the university has been procedural and technical change, examining smaller issues. The process gave us a chance to step back and look at the bigger picture, visioning the potential for a teacher education program.

On the other hand, we fully realize that we were acting on our own, without the knowledge and input of other faculty. We realize that not having other faculty involved in the process was a weakness of our work. How can we expect other faculty to endorse our work when they did not have a chance to offer input? We think the best way to handle this proposal is to present it to the MLS program faculty at one of its meetings as a starting point for discussion, not as a proposal that we expect to see adopted without substantive discussion and rewrite. We want to let faculty know we do not want to usurp their program visioning process, but we want to give them something to help initiate discussion rather than trying to "reinvent the teacher education wheel" as a large group.

We realize that we are in a difficult position. When one examines the research on change, one can see the visioning process is difficult, particularly when done in isolation from other faculty. However, the culture of teaching perpetuates isolationism and privativism (Fullan 1993). Yet if we are going to change, we need action; we need a shared vision. Fullan discussed how personal and shared vision-building must be done simultaneously. Schlechty (1997) said we can develop a vision but without community, the vision has no meaning. Since we did not take the time to do this we could limit the potential for programmatic reform. Though we recognize the limitations of this renegade approach, we feel this was a worthy gamble. It has the potential to be a positive step forward. How else are we to initiate change when there is no time?

Fall 2000 Journals
Friday, September 1, 2000 Joyce

It is the end of the opening-week activities. We have a new department chair (in a new, reorganized department) and a new interim associate dean/director of teacher education for the next two years. The lack of consistency in leadership will play a factor in long-term program development. How are we to develop a program with interim leadership at the helm? Our program will have had a total of seven years in nine with interim leadership. Since we are a new department, we will need to write new bylaws. We need to write some assessment reports for state licensing. The committee meeting today also talked about developing a new faculty and staff handbook. It sounds as though our agenda is already starting to fill up and we have not put program reform into the picture yet.

September 29, 2000 Judy

Today we had a good conversation about our proposed 5th Year Program at the MLS meeting. Eight out of thirteen faculty
attended the meeting. Joyce and I shared our ideas that we developed over the summer. We tried to present the proposal as a starting point for discussion and not as a "packaged deal." Now after the initial presentation today, I hope our program faculty continue to discuss how program renewal can become reality.

The program faculty directed me as Director of the MLS program to write a letter to the department chair requesting that she grant release time to program directors. As a not-yet-tenured faculty member I feel uncomfortable making this demand. I certainly see the need for release time to coordinate the work I hope we will do in the program this year; however, I am uncomfortable being the one to ask. Will this be viewed as being self-serving?

October 20, 2000  Judy

At our program meeting today, we discussed an individual faculty member's new partnership with a local high school. She would have liked help and support to initiate the program, but she needed to do it on her own to get the program started in time to suit the high school teachers. Here is another example of a faculty member acting in "renegade" fashion. The person wanted to work with the program faculty, but the university time frame for change is slow. Public schools personnel assume we can make changes fairly quickly in our programs. If faculty members initiate changes in their classes in isolation, they can change fairly quickly. Yet, if we want faculty to initiate programmatic change with program faculty input, the process can be fairly lengthy. Can we blame faculty for doing things on their own when if they wait for program approval their window of opportunity may close?

November 17, 2000  Judy

I was so frustrated that only 4 people showed up at our MLS program meeting. The past two meetings were canceled due to a lack of a quorum. I am tired of going to meetings when we can't get anything accomplished because there is not a quorum. Soon thereafter we adjourned to meet jointly with the EML program in order to get something accomplished. At the joint meeting, one faculty member presented on the new special education program she developed. Apparently, the MLS program is not the only program where it seems faculty need to work individually to bring forth new ideas. Since our first program meeting in the fall we have not discussed the 5th Year Program. It will soon be another semester of no program change.

December 1, 2000  Judy

At today's SOE meeting we focused on the new PI 34 certification requirements. The discussion focused more specifically on the assessment report we need to write. I can see we will be spending a lot of time to write the reports. What will this do to our program revisioning process?

December 11, 2000  Joyce
I have been working with an area principal who is interested in developing a school-university partnership to help inservice and preservice teachers and to help the students in his elementary school. We have been working with a grant writer to get money for the program. She recommended not to pursue a grant until we have a partnership that is more developed. Even though it is a goal for us, this is going to be difficult to do. The one UW-L faculty member working in the school this year is not tenured. I would like to help out there but am already on a teaching overload. So I am wondering how the partnership will continue to develop. I would also like to continue my work with my rural partnership to get the technology grant we were working on last year. It is difficult to find the extra hours to develop these partnerships when there is so often only one university faculty member assigned to the school and may also be assigned to several schools as once. How will we develop the partnerships to get the grants to develop the partnerships?

**Fall 2000 Reflection: The Problem of Individual Visioning done Without Group Learning**

Substantive change takes a great deal of time. People with leadership positions must realize the importance of giving their workers time to reflect, plan, analyze, and initiate change. Substantive change does not occur during casual conversations in the hallway or in the occasional free moments at the end of a meeting with an otherwise full agenda. Yet when there is not time to plan substantive change as a unified group of workers, what are individuals to do besides be renegade members who go out on their own to initiate change?

An example of the importance of time in the change process has been our own program meetings this semester. Out of four scheduled MLS meetings we had a quorum at the first meeting where we introduced the 5th Year Program. The 5th Year Program was on the agenda every other meeting, but without a quorum, no work was done. We do not want to try to initiate change without input from other faculty. We are well aware that a change agenda presented to others as a fait accompli has little chance of being successful if faculty feel no ownership in the process. People need to "buy-in" to program change if they are to do the work needed to initiate the change.

We recognize one of the reasons that many faculty were not able to be present at all of the meetings. Because of their teaching loads, many faculty only have Fridays to do work in PK-12 schools. Traditionally, Fridays were saved for meetings and program work, but as some faculty need to spend more and more time in schools, they have to use Fridays for this purpose. As a result, we do not have consistent quorums. A lack of quorums supports the work of renegade faculty who feel they must initiate change on their own in order to get needed work done. To be honest, if we had not done the 5th Year Program during the summer, we would not have had any discussion regarding program revision. With only one "official" meeting, faculty would not have had time to make plans for what we envision a new program could be.
Fullan (1993) discusses issues that arise in a paradigm for change. An important step in the change process is vision building. Personal purpose and vision are important starting points in the change process. Helping each individual to develop a focus and purpose is also important. Yet change is a non-linear process. Fullan argues that though personal vision is a starting point, organizational vision and strategic planning must come later in the process. Within an educational organization, faculty must immerse themselves in the issues to come up with a plan. The process of change, then, is as critical as the actual vision.

In short, the critical question is not whether visions are important, but how they can be shaped and reshaped given the complexity of the change. Visions die prematurely...when they attempt to impose a false consensus suppressing rather than enabling personal visions to flourish. (Fullan, 1993: 30)

The comprehensive change process will take time. A side effect of labor intensification within an organization is that faculty members do not have the time needed individually and as a group to support the vision building and reflection needed to support organizational change. This was true for the faculty in the past academic year. Individually, faculty members may or may not have had time to study the need for change and goals they might have for the program. As a group, there was not the necessary time to spend studying the issue and possible directions to proceed. The need for faculty collaboration should be obvious.

Spring 2001 Journals
January 11, 2001 Judy and Joyce
We are just back from NCATE training in Washington, D.C. It was refreshing to have validation of some of our proposed program initiatives which, though not yet discussed, closely align with NCATE goals.
I (Joyce) came home and took the liberty to write a report detailing what our program has already done, what it needs to do, and what program faculty need in order to accomplish the goals. Hopefully, the information we learned from NCATE and the implementation report will provide the impetus for initiating change.

January 26, 2001 Joyce
On January 18, our School of Education meeting was devoted to work on the program assessment plan for the state accrediting agency. It was a full day meeting. I thought it would be a day for group work on the assessment plan and on program renewal. Instead, we just worked on preparing a program report that was a very separate process from looking at our entire program, its goals, and avenues for change. Then at today’s January 26 SOE meeting, faculty members were reminded of how important it will be to attend meetings to make sure program renewal work can be accomplished this year. I hope this reminder helps because it seems as though we are getting less and less done because people
are not able to attend meetings. When they don't attend, our program faculty cannot proceed together to make change. Perhaps we need to consider what else we can do to plan program changes without going through committee work. I am concerned by the undemocratic nature of my comments but see little else we can do.

February 16, 2001 Judy

We used a program meeting day today to tally student evaluations for the purpose of preparing a program assessment report. It was a day of charting. I find it a bit frustrating that we wasted precious time that we could have spent in substantive program discussions doing tallying. Yet program faculty had requested the tallying be done in a program meeting since they could not find the time to do it otherwise. We came as close to a quorum as we had had all semester, and we didn't get to work on crucial program issues. I understand that labor intensification is a real issue in my life and other faculty members' lives. Yet, we need to focus more time and work on substantive issues instead of just procedural and technical issues unrelated to program development.

March 2, 2001 Judy

MLS meeting. Again, no quorum. ARGHHH!

March 23, 2001 Judy

We have had two more MLS Program meetings with no quorum. Those few of us present did discuss the 5th Year Program at today's meeting, which after six months on the agenda we ought to be doing at least that much. I was bewildered with what I saw as territorial issues coming through in the discussion. In an attempt to look at a more integrated approach to teacher education and blurring the lines of traditional courses, some faculty saw this as an attempt to cut back on their specialty area. Rather than looking holistically at the issues, some faculty only seemed to see their specialty areas.

April 20, 2001 Joyce

We had another joint program meeting to continue our work on our assessment plan. The discussion of the 5th Year Program was tabled, again, due to the pressing need to get the assessment plan completed. This is another example of procedural and technical issues competing with and superseding structural and systemic change.

May 4, 2001 Judy

I shared the 5th Year Program at the joint EML and MLS program meeting. By the time Joyce arrived after her class, we were on to the next agenda item since there was little discussion on the 5th Year Program. It was presented as if it were a point of information, not a springboard for possible change. Here it is the end of another school year and what have we accomplished? After the push to do the tallying and complete the assessment report (which took one of our program meeting days) the data has sat on my desk awaiting instructions from the powers that be on
what to do with the data. The state assessment plan, due July 1, is in limbo. I have not seen it since April 20 and I am supposedly one of the people in charge. In our department meetings we have worked on bylaw development 12 times with the final electronic vote yet to come. The 5th Year Program has been presented and is viewed problematically by faculty rather than as a springboard for discussion on programmatic change. Where do we go next?

Spring 2001 Reflection: Final Analysis

"Change is a double-edged sword." (Fullan, 2001, p. 1)

Teacher education and teacher licensure are going through fairly substantial changes nationwide. As we, the authors, started the journaling process in this paper, it was easy for us to focus on labor intensification as a valid reason for the lack of substantial programmatic change. As we continued our journaling, we realized the need for us to focus on developing our own personal visions and program goals. To help develop our vision, during the summer of 2000 we discussed general goals about what we would like to see for our program. We reflected on program feedback data, visioned program options, and inquired into possibilities. The discussion led to the development of a model for a fifth year certification program for the middle level/secondary education students. We also did this partly out of frustration, believing that we could not wait for our entire program faculty to move forward with program renewal. We felt pressure to accomplish program reform to meet new certification requirements. We hoped this program design would act as an impetus for program change.

Over time, our journaling showed us that the two of us assuming informal leadership and presenting a program model was not the best way to initiate discussions on program reform. There are no shortcuts to change. A small group working on its own over time cannot plan and lead substantive change. Change cannot be accomplished when expecting the entire group to support a vision and change agenda developed by a few. As a result, the following themes emerged after our two-year journaling and reflection process.

The Importance of the Group Visioning Process

Our attempts to shorten the timeline of change actually worked to circumvent the process. We (the authors) had time over the summer to engage in reflective dialogue and develop our own personal visions; our fellow program faculty did not. Since program faculty had participated in group visioning about five years earlier, we had assumed that this past visioning process was enough to guarantee that we were all on "the same page." We were incorrect.

Fullan (1993) discusses the "Eight Basic Lessons of the New Paradigm of Change." In the paradigm is the emphasis that individuals and the group must have equal power in the change process. He also discusses that vision and strategic planning
must progress during the change process, for too premature of visions can "blind" the group. This concept can be an extremely difficult concept for those involved in university program revision. As important as it is to work together to accomplish a common vision during the change process, it is difficult to find time for such a commitment. Traditional university faculty work relies on individual work, often done in isolation. The current reward structure of tenure and promotion supports this solitary work. Faculty are supported for good teaching and for publishing. Time spent for programmatic reform does not seem to be valued. Hence, faculty are reluctant to spend the time to vision, particularly when it takes time away from other work. Therefore, organizational leaders need to think "outside the box" in terms of the tenure and promotion expectations for faculty who spend large amounts of time in PK-12 schools and in programmatic reform.

At an institutional level, a common focus on vision building to support change is necessary. An organization and its leaders must develop a shared vision-building process that is ongoing and comprehensive. Faculty must feel supported in taking the time to work together. There must be organizational structures to ensure this kind of environment. Norms and practices of inquiry must be supported. The organization must have a focus on organizational learning and development done in a collaborative work culture (Fullan, 1993, p. 12).

The Negative Effects of Rushing Change and Not Supporting Group Visioning

If the time needed to build a vision in a mutually supportive learning community is not respected, the result is an abbreviated learning and change process. Work sessions may lack direction because of a lack of a common focus. Over the course of months, when faculty experience meetings without a lot being accomplished, the natural result is for them to not be willing to sacrifice the time to attend meetings, which was certainly visible during our 2000-2001 school year. Faculty may have wanted change and program development, but since they lacked a common vision and had limited time to focus on change, little was accomplished. Chris Argyris (1993) defines organizational defensive routine as any policy or action that prevents organizations from changing. "Organizational defensive routines are anti-learning and over-protective" (p. 15). We saw this happening at three levels in our program.

A first level of defensive routine surfaced during meetings. There was a tendency in meetings to emphasize procedural and technical change processes where little substantive work was accomplished. Examples of this procedural and technical change include the Spring 2000 reorganization. Faculty spent a good part of that spring semester preoccupied with possible organizational structures. The faculty spent much of the following academic year developing policies and procedures for the new organization. Faculty were able to relax with the knowledge that, indeed, some work was done. Progress was being made. In reality, however, this type of change was defensive behavior, assuming action while protecting faculty from the need to risk and challenge themselves to produce substantive change. This is not to say that procedural
and technical change is not important. The problem occurs when procedural and technical change prevents faculty from moving toward structural/cultural change.

A second level of defensive routine occurs when faculty protect their own territory. When faculty feel challenged, it is easy for them to support their own work and routines, particularly when focusing on promotion, retention, and tenure issues. A "hidden pedagogy of survival" results (Argyris, 1993, p. 28). This tendency to circle the wagons around the status quo of educational practice is particularly easy to do during times of change. Bowman and Deal (1991) discuss Abraham Maslow's claim about the importance of safety from danger, attack, and threat in his hierarchy of needs. Faculty members feel the need to protect themselves and make sure they keep their jobs. This defensiveness may often be unrecognized while at the same time it works to resist change; hence, it is all the more powerful a force for resistance.

An example of territorial protection stems back to the program feedback data where program faculty examined graduating students' feedback. The data was collected, and themes emerged regarding program weaknesses. In reality though, there was never a full discussion by the faculty on the implications of the data and what it meant for program reform. As a result, no individual courses were questioned or challenged. Program faculty addressed the issues without acknowledging the problems and weaknesses. Territorial lines were not crossed.

Territorial issues as a form of resistance to change easily leads to a third level of defensive routine: renegade action. Faculty who want to initiate program change may find it easier to do so in "renegade" fashion. There may be some potentially good ideas in this kind of a change process, but the risk is that too few faculty will "buy in" to the change. The result is lower acceptance rates and a potential lack of cohesion and rapport from not working well together as a group.

An example of this was our own work on a 5th Year Program. We felt we were developing a program not as a blueprint for reform, but as a way to initiate discussions on a new MLS program. Our ideas came from research on learning, certification guidelines, NCATE standards, and program feedback from students, faculty, and PK-12 teachers. The result was to present a program as a fait accompli without the program faculty having the opportunity to vision the program and experience the change process in a holistic, collegial fashion.

Leadership to Support a Healthy Learning Community

To build a healthy organization, group learning must be a key focus. "Learning in schools, like profit in business, is what happens when schools do their business right. Learning is not, however, the business of schools. The business of schools is to design and invent high-quality intellectually demanding work for students" (Schlechty, 1997, p. 49) and, we as authors add, for educators. A key to building a healthy organization is to make the organization's focus that of a learning community.
Earlier in the paper we presented the ideas of the Holmes Group in its 1990 work *Tomorrow's Schools* which discusses a vision for professional development schools. Principles for PDS include continuous learning by students, teachers, and administrators; thoughtful long-term inquiry into teaching and learning; creating a learning community; and inventing a new institution through the process of working on these goals. Similar goals are important for any education organization. Individual faculty members must not only support collaborative work, but they must also learn together. Through collaborative learning, group members will slowly build a common vision and set of goals. The importance of this step should never be underestimated. Time should be made to support individual and group learning. Time should be made to challenge ideas and to dream of possibilities.

The environment of such a learning community must be based on constant rapport building and trust earned over time. Rapport and trust are as important as any goals. Innovation is not the biggest goal. Having the best ideas is not the main goal. The goal is to develop a learning environment achieved through a reculturation of the faculty (Fullan, 2001). This process supports and fosters commitment to the learning community. It can invigorate; it can revitalize.

The success of an organization in developing this kind of learning culture and spirit of inquiry depends on the leaders within the organization. There are two forms of leadership. In order for an organization to be healthy, one should not exist without the other. The organization must have the "leader" in place who is granted administrative power to move the organization forward. A second form of leadership is the broader concept that Lambert (1998) describes:

When we equate the powerful concept of leadership with the behaviors of one person, we are limiting the achievement of broad-based participation by a community or a society. School leadership needs to be a broad concept that is separated from person, role, and a discrete set of individual behaviors. It needs to be embedded in the school community as a whole. Such a broadening of the concept of leadership suggests shared responsibility for a shared purpose of community (p. 5).

Therefore, university faculty share responsibility for creating a community in which the spirit of inquiry can be nurtured.

School restructuring research (Newmann & Wehlage, 1995) also describes new roles for educators within an organization. Traditional views support more of a top-down implementation of goals and standards. New research emphasizes the role of teachers as decision-makers. Educators should know their students' learning needs as well as anyone and, as a result, should assume leadership roles in decisions regarding curriculum, instruction, and assessment. In terms of teacher education, teacher educators have the knowledge of the preservice teachers' strengths and weaknesses. Teacher educators should know what PK-12 educators need and expect of future teachers based on feedback given by
those educators. With this knowledge and feedback, teacher educators should be the ones who have the ideas needed for program reform. They need to accept responsibility for determining program renewal and supporting their co-workers in this endeavor.

Good leadership becomes the process of supporting a healthy learning environment where a community renews itself through the learning process. Leaders are faculty members who support an inquiry into research and practice. Faculty members may question together, dialogue together, and debate together. A healthy learning community uses the learning process to build rapport and comfort in the change process. The process and the end result are inextricably linked.

Until organizations support faculty leadership to build and support change, substantive reform will be difficult. The change process is a very different avenue to traverse from traditional university practice. As a result, organizational leaders must support differing roads for faculty in their work, culture, and learning. If this change in culture does not happen, faculty should not be blamed for resisting change. Defensive behavior will abound if faculty are too fearful of change because of the need to protect their jobs. Organizational routines will live in the status quo if faculty do not see the possible success of change because they are all traveling on different roads.

The road to teacher education reform is a complex network of intertwining highways of practice, bridges to unknown places, and philosophical roadblocks. The route is long and winding. Developing a supportive learning environment may well be the best avenue to traverse such change.
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